Government Contracts Matrix Tools

Exclusive Matrix Tools simplify your
contracting process and allow you to
quickly focus on what’s relevant to you.
Wolters Kluwer’s unique line of Matrix Tools consolidate your various requirements
and provisions in an easy-to-read chart format with explanations and links to full text
definitions displayed in one view.

Matrix Tool Suite
Includes:
 F AR Matrix Tool
by Contract Type
 F AR Matrix Tool
by Provision
 D
 FARS Matrix
Tool
 F AR-DFARS
Combination
Matrix Tool
 F AR Cost
Principles
Matrix Tool
 G
 overnment
Contracts
Flowdown
Matrix Tool
 F AR Flowdown
Matrix Tool by
Contract Type
 F AR Flowdown
Matrix Tool by
Provision or
Clause
 D
 FARS Flowdown
Matrix Tool

 L inks to the full text of FAR and DFARS
provisions and clauses

 L inks to external government websites
and resources to expedite workflow

 T
 he applicability of each provision or
clause within the scope of the contract

 A
 nalysis on the allowability of FAR Part
31 cost principles

 “ Plain English” explanations of each
provision, clause, and alternate
 R
 eporting requirements for contract
compliance

 T
 he ability to save your matrix and
corresponding clauses into research
folders, export it, modify it, and share
it with others

 M
 andatory and recommended
subcontract flowdown

 A
 ccess to our expert editorial staff for
questions

 L inks to FAC amendments, DFARS rules,
and archived provisions and clauses to
produce a historical framework

 G
 overnment Contract weekly report
letters for the latest developments,
contracts awarded, and rules

Plus, they give you the flexibility to focus on only the requirements that apply to your
contract — saving you time and money, while protecting your compliance integrity.

>

For more information, please
contact us at 1-800-638-8437 or
visit WoltersKluwerLR.com/store.

When you have to be right

Government Contracts Matrix Tools
Results in 2 clicks!
Step 1: select the provisions & clauses relevant to your contracts

Customizable
across all FAR &
DFARS clauses and
provisions. Select
entire subchapters
or specific parts of
sub-chapters

Then click on
Provision and
Clauses Results

Step 2: click to view your results!
Hyperlinks to the
full text of FAR and
DFARS provisions
and clauses

“Plain English”
explanations of
each provision,
clause, and
alternate
Recent
amendments
are highlighted
in green

Mandatory and
recommended subcontract
flowdown

Links to archived provisions
and clauses provide a
historical framework

Wolters Kluwer’s government contracts resources are
designed to simplify the entire contracting process,
improve your efficiency, and minimize your risk.
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Save, print, export, and
email your research
and matrix chart

For more information, please
contact us at 1-800-638-8437 or
visit WoltersKluwerLR.com/store.

